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About This Game

There once was a Bunny who loved to sleep, eat juicy carrots well and write simple compositions.
He woke up like that one Sunny morning and found that all the letters from him fled.

Decided Bunny, it is impossible to hesitate with their search and started every minute along the unexplored paths.

- cool NES-style pixel art
– 31+ challenging levels

- a unique and original game design
- a simple and addictive gameplay

- original soundtrack
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Game is super cool, pixel graphics are very good!, soundtrack is insane cool!!! I HOPE YOU LIKE THIS GAME 10/10. 10
bunies/10. Not like any NES games I played or really a puzzle game. Its very short taking me 39 mins and very easy but there
are worse games for more money.. Fun little puzzle phone game port. Achievements give you letters for your Steam profile..
probably the only reason it exists.. A nice platformer played with one mouse click. You should have no problem installing it
because it only needs 7 MB available space.. Its THE BEST GAME EVER! (sarcastic) tbh Its an ok game i mean if you like
"hard" puzzle games buy it its ok but still I would like to have a "Create a level" oportunity or a "Play workshop levels" It has a
good potential. Micro Review by Pixel Hunter (2019MAR02)

"Your Bunny Wrote"
Overall Score: 6/10

Controls: 6/10
Gameplay: 5/10
Graphics: 7/10
Music/Sound FX: 3/10

Genre: Puzzle Platformer
Achievements: 31
Levels: 31
Length: 0.5-1.0 Hours
Purchased Price: Bundled Game (Reg: $2.54CAD)
Recommended Price: $1.00 or less

Pros:

+ Love the Pixeled graphics
+ Fun, simple puzzle solving
+ Fast-forward button is handy

Cons:

- Extremely Short
- Not much in Music/Sound FX department
- No Menus/Options to speak off

Neutral:

= Odd title and story
= Not particularly difficult
= Says 31+ Levels, but I only see 31 Levels

Final Thoughts:

A fun, yet incredibly short game. My copy came in a bundle I believe, but I would only recommend this game for a price of
$1.00 or less. A cute little puzzle game with nice pixel graphics and neat music to keep you company.

I feel a true sense of pride and accomplishment after I helped the bunny become literate again. I've never felt so touched by a
puzzle game. I'm also really a fan of using your enemies to help you solve your problems. It really brought out my sadistic
tendencies. So did the spikes and the torture devices. Whoever put those there is a genius.
. The game's name doesn't make any sense, but that doesn't prevent it from being fun. Very short and pretty easy. Could use
some bigger levels. In a way it's a poor man's version of super meat boy.

Easy to 100% for all those achievement grinders out there.
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7/10. Very short, very funny. Thanks for the good time, dev(s)! :-)
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